Comparison of the relaxation of sessile drops driven by harmonic and stochastic mechanical excitations.
Currently, there is no conclusive evidence regarding the global equilibrium condition of vibrated drops. However, it is well-known that vibration of sessile drops effectively reduces the contact angle hysteresis. In this work, applying a recent methodology for evaluating the most-stable contact angle, we examined the impact of the type of excitation signal (random signal versus periodical signal) on the values of the most-stable contact angle for polymer surfaces. Using harmonic signals, the oscillation frequency affected the postvibration contact angle. Instead, the white noise signal enabled sessile drops to relax regardless of their initial configuration. In spite of that, the values of most-stable contact angle obtained with different signals mostly agreed. We concluded that not only the amount of relaxation can be important for relaxing a sessile drop but also the rate of relaxation. Together with receding contact angle, most-stable contact angle, measured with the proposed methodology, was able to capture the thermodynamic changes of "wetted" polymer surfaces.